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What is a Poster 
Presentation?
¢ A visual version of an abstract

l Not as much detail as a research 
paper

l Contains a complete picture of your 
research

¢ A 3-5 minute (or less!) spiel
l “Tell me about your research.”



What is an abstract

¢ Advertisement for your poster/talk
¢ Make it interesting
¢ Try to avoid data/equations
¢ Give details but not so much that they 

won’t want to see your poster/hear 
your talk



Submitting an abstract

¢ Deadlines from 2 weeks to more than 
6 months before conference

¢ Generally submit a short abstract 
along with the title

¢ COF-Math abstract must be no more 
than 900 characters (~125 words)

¢ COF-Math submission deadline: 
March 15, 2017



Sample abstract

How Two-stage Expansion Affects Efficiency of 
Gas Turbine

Today the world demands more energy than ever before. 
Because of the economic and environmental costs of 
electricity production, it is important that the most efficient 
methods are used. This project seeks to compare the gains 
in thermal efficiency of a 350 MW gas turbine by adding two-
stage expansion. Both designs will have the same 
compressor inlet conditions, the same maximum 
temperature, and will both use regeneration.



Sample abstract

Common Sorting Algorithms

Sorting algorithms are very important for computer 
programmers, and there have been many developed 
throughout the years. Each algorithm has the same 
objective: to sort a collection of data in ascending or 
descending order. We will explore some of the most 
common (and easy to implement) sorting algorithms, 
including Bubble Sort, Selection Sort, and Quick Sort, and 
prove their time complexities.



Effective Posters...

1. Develop a FOCUS
l What is the ONE thing you want the 

audience to get from your poster?

2. Tell the story, but use text sparingly

3. Keep things logically ordered

4. Consider the audience



Typical Poster Headings

¢ Abstract (sometimes)
¢ Introduction and/or Motivation

l What is the problem, and why do we care?
¢ Objectives 
¢ Methods (not too much detail)
¢ Results
¢ Conclusions and Future Work
¢ References
¢ Acknowledgements



Details on Poster Headings

¢ Abstract (sometimes)
l Generally written for your application to 

participate
l May or may not get included on poster
l 1 paragraph (100-200 words)
l Summary of poster/research project
l Be clear, concise
l Communicate 1-3 most important ideas



Details on Poster Headings

¢ Introduction
l Background on your project
l How does it fit into larger picture?
l May be all the audience reads



Details on Poster Headings

¢ Methods
l Explain step you have taken
l What observations or experiments or 

simulations does your data come from?
l What hardware or software are you using?
l Varies from topic to topic
l Consider using bullet points
l Overview, not extensively detailed



Details on Poster Headings

¢ Results
l Present raw data
l Use tables, graphs, or images when possible
l Include text that explains visuals



Details on Poster Headings

¢ Conclusions
l Summary of what you accomplished
l If work still in progress, talk about possible 

outcomes or future work
l Interpretation of data belongs here
l Need not be a long section



Alternate Poster Headings

¢ Introduction
l State the problem, and motivate the work

¢ Report the main points of your research
¢ Conclusions or Interpretations
¢ Policy Recommendations or Proposed 

Solutions
¢ References
¢ Acknowledgements



The Poster Helps Tell the Story

¢ While giving the spiel:
l Gesture to the poster MEANINGFULLY
l Don’t face away from the audience the 

whole time
l Let the audience partly determine how 

much detail you reveal



Layout
¢ Our required dimensions: 42in height X 48in wide
¢ Title and authors at the top

l Title
• title top center, use large font (60-65 point?)
• Should be readable from over 3 feet away

l Authors
• below title, somewhat smaller (48-52 point?)
• order of list varies from field to field
• for us, list alphabetically
• include institutional affiliation, especially if varies among authors



Layout
¢ Columns are good!  (three is good at 48in wide)
¢ Follow “reader gravity”

l Option: Put in “cues” for order (number your sections), 
but proceed with caution

¢ Font and font size
l Sans serif fonts (arial), are good 
l Everything more than 24 pt. usually larger
l Bigger font size for title, main headings



People Who Use Gym Lockers Have Optimum Heart Health
Kelly J. Amundsen, Cleveland State University

• Studies have shown that some individuals 
have better cardiovascular health than 
others, despite sharing the same diet and 
certain genetic factors

• Usage of gym lockers may be a 
contributing factor to heart health

• We hypothesize that individuals who use 
gym lockers are more likely to have better 
cardiovascular health• 138 Lockers users were identified as 

“gym”, “non-gym”,  or “no locker”, based 
on their locker usage:

• Gym locker users (48)
• Non-gym locker users (44)

• No locker users (46)
• Cardiovascular health was evaluated for all 

subjects via a routine stress test
• Cardiovascular health was rated as 
“good” or “poor” for each subject

• 83% of gym locker users had good 
cardiovascular health, compared to:
• 45% of non-gym locker users and,

• 46% of those who do not use a locker

• Using a gym locker is highly correlated 
with good cardiovascular health

• Using a non-gym lockers confers no more 
protection against poor cardiovascular 
health than not using a locker

Gym Locker Users Have Better 
Heart Health
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Results3

Conclusions4

Future Work5
• How do gym lockers lead to better 

cardiovascular health?
• Do the same genetic factors which 
partially confer good heart health also 
somehow encourage gym locker usage?

• Does gym locker usage influence other 
factors associated with heart health (such 
as cholesterol levels, or chronic 
inflammation)?
• Do gyms somehow confer good heart 
health?

Special thanks to Balthasar Malcolm Cameron, III for his guidance on this 
work, and to the Happy Hearts Health Clinic for lending their expertise in 
developing “garage-ready” stress tests.



People Who Use Gym Lockers Have Optimum Heart Health
Kelly J. Amundsen, Cleveland State University

• Studies have shown that some 
individuals have better cardiovascular 
health than others, despite sharing the 
same diet and certain genetic factors

• Usage of gym lockers may be a 
contributing factor to heart health

• We hypothesize that individuals who use 
gym lockers are more likely to have 
better cardiovascular health

INTRODUCTION1

• 138 Lockers users were identified as 
“gym”, “non-gym”,  or “no locker”, based 
on their locker usage:

• Gym locker users (48)
• Non-gym locker users (44)

• No locker users (46)
• Cardiovascular health was evaluated for all 

subjects via a routine stress test
• Cardiovascular health was rated as 
“good” or “poor” for each subject

Methods2

• 83% of gym locker users had good 
cardiovascular health, compared to:
• 45% of non-gym locker users and,

• 46% of those who do not use a locker
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Results3

• Using a gym locker is highly correlated 
with good cardiovascular health

• Using a non-gym lockers confers no more 
protection against poor cardiovascular 
health than not using a locker

Conclusions4

Future Work5
• How do gym lockers lead to better 

cardiovascular health?
• Do the same genetic factors which 
partially confer good heart health also 
somehow encourage gym locker usage?

• Does gym locker usage influence other 
factors associated with heart health (such 
as cholesterol levels, or chronic 
inflammation)?
• Do gyms somehow confer good heart 
health?



People Who Use Gym Lockers Have Optimum Heart Health
Kelly J. Amundsen, Cleveland State University

• Studies have shown that some individuals 
have better cardiovascular health than 
others, despite sharing the same diet and 
certain genetic factors

• Usage of gym lockers may be a 
contributing factor to heart health

• We hypothesize that individuals who use 
gym lockers are more likely to have better 
cardiovascular health

• 138 Lockers users were identified as 
“gym”, “non-gym”,  or “no locker”, based 
on their locker usage:

• Gym locker users (48)
• Non-gym locker users (44)

• No locker users (46)
• Cardiovascular health was evaluated for all 

subjects via a routine stress test
• Cardiovascular health was rated as 
“good” or “poor” for each subject

• 83% of gym locker users had good 
cardiovascular health, compared to:
• 45% of non-gym locker users and,

• 46% of those who do not use a locker

• Using a gym locker is highly correlated 
with good cardiovascular health

• Using non-gym lockers confers no more 
protection against poor cardiovascular 
health than not using a locker

Gym Locker Users Have Better 
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INTRODUCTION

METHODS

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

FUTURE WORK
• How do gym lockers lead to better 

cardiovascular health?
• Do the same genetic factors which 
partially confer good heart health also 
somehow encourage gym locker usage?

• Does gym locker usage influence other 
factors associated with heart health (such 
as cholesterol levels, or chronic 
inflammation)?
• Do gyms somehow confer good heart 
health?

Special thanks to Balthasar Malcolm Cameron, III for his guidance on this 
work, and to the Happy Hearts Health Clinic for lending their expertise in 
developing “garage-ready” stress tests.



Layout
¢ Make use of white space (don’t overcrowd)
¢ Keep text blocks short (50-70 words max.)

l Paragraph breaks and/or bullet points are 
helpful

¢ Dark text, light background (most contrast)



Layout
n Make use of white space (don’t overcrowd)
n Keep text blocks short (50-70 words max.)

n Paragraph breaks and/or bullet points are helpful
n Dark text, light background (most contrast)



Text Blocks

¢ When making text blocks for a poster, you 
should try to keep the number of words to 
50-70, maximum. If you need more 
continuous text than that, consider using 
bullets and/or a bit of white space to break 
up the text block. You should be particularly 
conscious of this when placing your 
introduction or conclusion on the poster. 
The word count for this text block is 72 
words.



Text Blocks

¢ When making text blocks for a poster, you 
should try to keep the number of words to 
50-70, maximum. 

¢ If you need more continuous text than that, 
consider using bullets and/or a bit of white 
space to break up the text block. 

¢ You should be particularly conscious of this 
when placing your introduction or 
conclusion on the poster. 

¢ The word count for this text block is 72 
words.



Text Blocks

¢ When making text blocks for a poster, you 
should try to keep the number of words to 
50-70, maximum. 

¢ If you need more continuous text than that, 
consider using bullets and/or a bit of white 
space to break up the text block. 

¢ You should be particularly conscious of this 
when placing your introduction or 
conclusion on the poster. 

¢ The word count for this text block is 72 
words.



Graphs

¢ No unnecessary clutter
l (plain background, no extra tics, etc.)

¢ Title should show relationships quickly
l Title may actually state the conclusion 

about the relationship
¢ Simple, bold colors
¢ Simple legends
¢ Consider color-blindness
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Affiliations
¢ http://www.csuohio.edu/offices/marketing/logos/

¢ In Blackboard: Poster Information > Logos

¢



Additional Thoughts

¢ Set the PAGE SIZE (42”x48”) 
before you do anything else!

¢ Avoid completely saturated 
backgrounds
l Or use white blocks (with borders) 

on top of a colored background











People Who Use Gym Lockers Have Optimum Heart Health
Kelly J. Amundsen, Cleveland State University

• Studies have shown that some individuals 
have better cardiovascular health than 
others, despite sharing the same diet and 
certain genetic factors

• Usage of gym lockers may be a 
contributing factor to heart health

• We hypothesize that individuals who use 
gym lockers are more likely to have better 
cardiovascular health

• 138 Lockers users were identified as 
“gym”, “non-gym”,  or “no locker”, based 
on their locker usage:

• Gym locker users (48)
• Non-gym locker users (44)

• No locker users (46)
• Cardiovascular health was evaluated for all 

subjects via a routine stress test
• Cardiovascular health was rated as 
“good” or “poor” for each subject

• 83% of gym locker users had good 
cardiovascular health, compared to:
• 45% of non-gym locker users and,

• 46% of those who do not use a locker

• Using a gym locker is highly correlated 
with good cardiovascular health

• Using a non-gym lockers confers no more 
protection against poor cardiovascular 
health than not using a locker

Gym Locker Users Have Better 
Heart Health
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INTRODUCTION

METHODS

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

FUTURE WORK
• How do gym lockers lead to better 

cardiovascular health?
• Do the same genetic factors which 
partially confer good heart health also 
somehow encourage gym locker usage?

• Does gym locker usage influence other 
factors associated with heart health (such 
as cholesterol levels, or chronic 
inflammation)?
• Do gyms somehow confer good heart 
health?

Special thanks to Balthasar Malcolm Cameron, III for his guidance on this 
work, and to the Happy Hearts Health Clinic for lending their expertise in 
developing “garage-ready” stress tests.



People Who Use Gym Lockers Have Optimum Heart Health
Kelly J. Amundsen, Cleveland State University

• Studies have shown that some individuals 
have better cardiovascular health than 
others, despite sharing the same diet and 
certain genetic factors

• Usage of gym lockers may be a 
contributing factor to heart health

• We hypothesize that individuals who use 
gym lockers are more likely to have better 
cardiovascular health

• 138 Lockers users were identified as 
“gym”, “non-gym”,  or “no locker”, based 
on their locker usage:

• Gym locker users (48)
• Non-gym locker users (44)

• No locker users (46)
• Cardiovascular health was evaluated for all 

subjects via a routine stress test
• Cardiovascular health was rated as 
“good” or “poor” for each subject

• 83% of gym locker users had good 
cardiovascular health, compared to:
• 45% of non-gym locker users and,

• 46% of those who do not use a locker

• Using a gym locker is highly correlated 
with good cardiovascular health

• Using a non-gym lockers confers no more 
protection against poor cardiovascular 
health than not using a locker

Gym Locker Users Have Better 
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INTRODUCTION

METHODS

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

FUTURE WORK
• How do gym lockers lead to better 

cardiovascular health?
• Do the same genetic factors which 
partially confer good heart health also 
somehow encourage gym locker usage?

• Does gym locker usage influence other 
factors associated with heart health (such 
as cholesterol levels, or chronic 
inflammation)?
• Do gyms somehow confer good heart 
health?

Special thanks to Balthasar Malcolm Cameron, III for his guidance on this 
work, and to the Happy Hearts Health Clinic for lending their expertise in 
developing “garage-ready” stress tests.



Some award winning posters

¢ Here are several award winning posters 
from last year

¢ More posters can be seen at 
http://www.csuohio.edu/choose-
ohio/success-in-mathematics-poster-
archive



How Does Two-Stage Expansion Affect Efficiency of a Gas Turbine?
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Comparison of 
Temperature-Entropy Diagrams:

Lucas Kuhns1 and Dr. Mounir Ibrahim2

1 Mechanical Engineering, Cleveland State University, Cleveland Ohio
2 Chairman Mechanical Engineering Department, Cleveland State University

Introduction:  Today the world demands more energy than ever before. Because of the economic and 
environmental costs of electricity production, it is important that the most efficient methods are used. This project seeks 
to compare the gains in thermal efficiency of a 350 MW gas turbine by adding two-stage expansion. Both designs 
will have the same compressor inlet conditions, the same maximum temperature, and will both use regeneration.

Observations:   
• Adding the second turbine increases thermal 
efficiency by 5%.
• Although the heat input per kilogram is 
higher with two turbines (+28%), the net work 
increases by a greater percentage (+39%) 
which increases the overall efficiency.

Governing Equations: 
Compressor Power = (Mass Flow Rate) X (Enthalpy Difference)
Turbine Power = (Mass Flow Rate) X (Enthalpy Difference)
Net Power Output = Turbine Power – Compressor Power
Cycle Efficiency = Net Power Output / Heat Input

Background Information:  
 The Brayton cycle is a thermodynamic cycle used in gas 
turbines such as those in aircraft or a natural gas power 
plant. Air is compressed then passes through a combustion 
chamber where it is heated. These hot, gases at very high 
pressure and temperature, then pass through a turbine which 
produces shaft work. In a power plant, this shaft work is 
used to power a generator and produce electricity. 
 As with all thermodynamic cycles, the process can be 
plotted on a temperature-entropy diagram. The enclosed 
area of the plot represents the net power output of the cycle 
per kilogram of air passing through the turbine. The numbers 
on the flow diagram correspond to the state on temperature 
entropy diagram.

Conclusion:  
 When using regereration, the overall efficiency of the 
Brayton Cycle can be improved by also adding a second 
turbine.  In this analysis, the heat addition required to 
get 350 MW of power is reduced by 7% when using a 
second turbine. This reduction in heat requirement will 
also mean a reduction in carbon emissions.

Brayton Cycle 
Working Fluid: Air 
Intended Net Power = 350 MW
Compressor Inlet = 100 kPa and 23°C
Turbine Inlet = 1527 °C 
Overall Pressure Ratio = 25
Compressor Efficiency = 88%
Turbine Efficiency = 88%
Regenerator Effectiveness = 80% 
Using CyclePad software

Conditions: 

Flow Diagram (two-stage expansion)

Intercooler

Turbine 2Turbine 1Compressor 1

Reheater

Compressor 2

Combustion 
Chamber

Regenerator

Wnet

Analysis:

Courtesy of:
Edwards Industrial
Equipment
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Results 3. 

• Three common (and easy to 
implement) sorting algorithms are:  
Quick Sort, Bubble Sort, and Selection 
Sort. 

• Average time complexities: 
o Quick Sort:  O(n log n) 
o Bubble Sort:  O(n2) 
o Selection Sort:  O(n2) 

• Big-O notation:  Upper bound growth 
rate of a function. 

• Quick Sort:  Divide-and-conquer; 
recursively sort left and right sublists. 

• Bubble Sort:  Compares adjacent 
values and swaps them if necessary. 

• Selection Sort:  Divides list into two 
sublists:  sorted and unsorted.  
Smallest value of the unsorted sublist 
is added to the end of the sorted 
sublist. 

• Each algorithm sorts identical, 
randomly created arrays. 

• The size of the array to be sorted is 
increased exponentially. 

o Sizes tested:  10; 100; 1,000 

• Each size of array is tested 10,000 
times and the quickest algorithm is 
recorded.   

• The average time is also recorded. 
 

• Run on a Dell Inspiron 15R 

10 Item Array 
Average times: 

o Quick Sort:  1.591 ms 
� Quickest 954 times 

o Bubble Sort:  1.608 ms 
� Quickest 905 times 

o Selection Sort:  1.260 ms 
� Quickest 6653 times 

100 Item Array 
Average times: 

o Quick Sort:  17.946 ms 
� Quickest 9973 times 

o Bubble Sort:  75.054 ms 
� Quickest 1 time 

o Selection Sort:  37.081 ms 
� Quickest 26 times 

1,000 Item Array 
Average times: 

o Quick Sort:  230.256 ms 
� Quickest 9997 times 

o Bubble Sort:  4711.951 ms 
� Quickest 0 times 

o Selection Sort:  1879.145 ms 
� Quickest 3 times 

 

• Quick Sort was the fastest algorithm 
with larger data sizes. 

• However, it was not the quickest 
algorithm at sorting a small data 
size (10). 

• As expected (from their accepted 
time complexities), all algorithms are 
more than 10 times slower as the 
data size is increased 10 times. 

Conclusion 4. 
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NFL Coaching Decisions
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Team EP and OT 
(Home)

EP and OT 
(Away)

2-Point 
Conversion

Best Decision 
(Home)

Best Decision 
(Away)

49ers 51.9% 43.3% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Bears 52.6% 43.9% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.

Bengals 53.4% 44.6% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Bills 46.3% 38.7% 47.2% 2-Point Con. 2-Point Con.

Broncos 53.0% 44.2% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Browns 50.0% 41.7% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.

Buccaneers 49.7% 41.5% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Cardinals 49.8% 41.6% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Chargers 47.7% 39.8% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.

Chiefs 51.8% 43.3% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Colts 49.8% 41.6% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.

Cowboys 54.5% 45.5% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Dolphins 50.0% 41.7% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.

Eagles 52.0% 43.4% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Falcons 54.5% 45.5% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Giants 53.3% 44.5% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Jaguars 44.7% 37.3% 47.2% 2-Point Con. 2-Point Con.

Jets 53.2% 44.4% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Lions 50.3% 42.0% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.

Packers 54.5% 45.5% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Panthers 51.7% 43.2% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Patriots 54.5% 45.5% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Raiders 53.1% 44.3% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Rams 50.7% 42.4% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.

Ravens 54.5% 45.5% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Redskins 53.2% 44.4% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.

Saints 52.1% 43.5% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Seahawks 49.5% 41.4% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Steelers 51.3% 42.8% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Texans 48.4% 40.4% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Titans 51.0% 42.6% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Vikings 48.6% 40.6% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.
Average 51.3% 42.8% 47.2% OT w/ EP 2-Point Con.Type of 4th Down Conversions Attempts %

League Average (Unadjusted) 233 476 48.9%
League Average (Adjusted) 126 214 58.9%

Total Runs 76 111 68.5%
Total Passes 50 103 48.5%

Types of Attempts Percent of Conversions Percent of Attempts

Run Plays 60.3% 51.9%

Pass Plays 39.7% 48.1%

The NFL is a multi-billion dollar industry. Although a lot of a team’s success can be 
attributed to the players, some of the success is dependent on the coaching decisions. A 
better understanding of the probability associated with various critical in-game coaching 
decisions could give coaches and their teams an advantage over their opponent. All data 
was collect from the 2000-2015 NFL seasons. We combined our data with data collect by 
Brian Burke of Advanced Football Analytics from the 2000-2008 NFL seasons. Burke’s 
research created the idea of Expected Points, which are the average potential points a team 
has at a certain yard line. We used Burke’s idea of Expected Points in combination with 
more recent data to form a blueprint for NFL coaches on fourth downs. We also used data 
from 2001-2015 to create a guide for coaches potentially tying the game with a touchdown 
late in the fourth quarter. 

Burke’s research created the idea of Expected Points, which are the average potential points 
a team has at a certain yard line. Expected Points are the average of all next score values at 
any given yard line. It's not necessarily the average points scored on the current possession 
because possession could be exchanged several times before the next score. Expected 
Points are positive when the offense will usually score next, and negative if the defense will 
usually score next. 

We analyzed every fourth down attempt from the 2015-2016 NFL season. We excluded all 
of the attempts that occurred while a team was losing in the fourth quarter and attempts 
with no intention of succeeding (ex. taking a knee to have time run off of the clock). The 
fourth quarter attempts were excluded from our data because teams were desperate to 
attempt those conversions in order to have any chance of winning. Including these results 
would have included desperate long fourth down attempts which are very unlikely to be 
converted and would skew the results of real fourth down conversion rates. These adjusted 
fourth down conversion rates were then broken down into pass and run plays as shown.

The EP (Expected Points) value of a punt is calculated using the average net distance for punts from each yard line. 
Using the net distance of the punt we know the expected subsequent field position for the opponent and therefore 
their EP (Your EP is the opposite of the opponents EP). The EP value of a FG attempt is based on the probability of 
making the kick, which is dependent on kick distance. The EP of the FG is then:

(Probability of making FG x EP value of a FG) – (Probability of a miss x EP of the opponent at the yard line of the miss)

The value of a successful 4th down conversion attempt would be at least the EP value at the 1st down marker. The 
minimum value of an unsuccessful conversion attempt would be the EP value of a 1st down for the opponent at the 
spot of the attempt. The probability of a successful conversion is primarily dependent on the distance to go. Field 
position also affects the chances of success due to the compression of the field in the red zone. The graph below 
plots the EP of a successful 4th down conversion by distance to go along with the EP of Punts and FGs. 

The figure below on the left illustrates the best decision on fourth down according to EP and the figure on the 
right illustrates what NFL coaches do on average at every position on the field with various 4th down distances. 
The chart helps explain that NFL coaches are not attempting enough 4th down conversions according to the 
numbers.

Another crucial game situation occurs when a team down 7 points scores a touchdown near the end of the fourth 
quarter. The team can either kick an extra point and likely send the game into overtime or attempt a two point 
conversion and likely win the game if they succeed (barring any kickoff return for a touchdown or, if there is any 
time remaining, a quick drive for a score by the opponent). We analyzed the outcomes of 242 overtime games in 
the NFL since 2001 in order to determine the probability of the home team (54.5%) and away team winning 
(45.5%) in an a game that is sent to overtime (OT). Next we looked at two point conversion rates since 2001 (431 
of 913 or 47.2%). Then we examined the extra point success rates for each NFL team during the 2015-2016 season 
(This was the only season that could be used because prior to the start of the season extra points were moved 
from the 2 yard line to the 15 yard line).

Our research has led us to form many suggestions relating to critical football coaching 
decisions. The data very strongly supports the idea that coaches should attempt more fourth 
down conversions. The numbers simply say the rewards of successes outweigh the risks on 
shorter attempts and even on some mid distance attempts, depending on field position. The 
next conclusion that can be made relates to the type of play on fourth down attempts. Our 
research shows that run plays were far more successful than pass plays and accounted for a 
larger number of the total conversions even though there were roughly equal pass and run 
attempts. Therefore, on fourth and short attempts, especially fourth and 1, a run play has a 
higher probability of succeeding. Lastly, our research provided us with each teams’ best 
option to win after scoring a touchdown when they were down 7 late in the fourth quarter. 
The probability states that all away teams should attempt a two point conversion in this 
scenario and all but two teams should kick the extra point and send the game into overtime 
as the home team. With such a low margin for error as an NFL coach, it would be wise for 
coaches to stop ignoring these probabilities and keeping his team from a better chance for 
victory. These statistics could prove to be the difference in securing a win to help a team into 
the playoffs or even moving on to the next round of the playoffs, generating more money for 
the team and securing the coaches job for a while.

Introduction

Methods and Results

Graph 1: Expected Points by First Down Field Position

Table 1: 4th Down Conversion Rates

Graph 2: 4th Down Conversion Rate by Distance To Go

Next we analyzed the win probabilities of each team if they chose one of three approaches: 
Attempting an extra point and sending the game into overtime (OT) as the home team, 
attempting an extra point and sending the game into overtime as the away team, or 
attempting a two point conversion. To find the win probability in the extra point attempt 
cases, we multiplied each teams extra point conversion rate by their probability to win in 
overtime depending on if they are the home or away team. The win probability was then 
compared to the 2 point conversion rate. The two point conversion rate is considered the 
win probability of the team because it it’s unlikely that another score will happen after the 
two point conversion. The two point conversion rate is considered to not be affected by 
home or away status. The two win probabilities (EP and OT vs 2-Point Conversion) were 
then compared for both home and away situations and the higher probability is the 
recommended decision.

Graph 3: Expected Points of Fourth Down Decisions

Figure 1: 4th Down Suggestions 
According to the Numbers

Figure 2: Average NFL Coach’s 4th

Down Decisions

Discussion

Table 2: Win Probability Late in 4th Quarter After Scoring Touchdown 
to Tie Game (Before Extra Point (EP) or 2-Point Conversion)

Sources:

Burke, Brian. "4th Down Study." Advanced Football Analytics. Web. Mar. 2016.  <http://www.advancedfootballanalytics.com/index.php/home/research/game-
strategy/120-4th-down-study>

"4th Down: When to Go for It and Why." The New York Times. The New York Times, 2014. Web. Mar. 2016. <http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/05/upshot/4th-down-
when-to-go-for-it-and-why.html?_r=0>. 
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